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A m athem atical m odel of the X ight of the arrow during its discharge from a bow was proposed by PeË kalski
(1990). His description of the model was incom plete. In this paper, I give a full description of the m odel.
Furthermore, I propose som e improvem ents that make his model m ore consistent with reality. One achievement is the m odelling of contact of the arrow and grip; the pressure button is modelled as a unilateral
elastic support. The acceleration force acting upon the arrow during the launch is predicted by an advanced
mathematical m odel of bow dynamics. There is a satisfactory conform ity of the sim ulation and experimental
results. The new model predicts that the arrow leaves the pressure button before it leaves the string, as reported
previously. The ability to m odel arrow dynam ics can be used to improve the adjustm ent of the bow± arrow
system for optimal performance.
K eywords : `archer’ s paradox’ , archery, arrow m otion, shooting, sim ulation.

Introduction
PeË kalski (1990) proposed new m ethods and research
techniques in archery. He discussed the follow ing
topics:

·
·
·

A m athem atical m odel of an arrow’ s m ovem ent
during its interaction w ith a bow. T he governing
equation is a linear fourth-order parabolic par tial
diV erential equation with boundar y and initial
conditions.
A m echanical m odel of an archer± bow ± arrow system ;
this is a m echanical shooting m achine that provides
reproducibility.
PeË kalski W lm ed (1000± 2500 Hz high-s peed 16-m m
cine W lm ) the arrow release by a fem ale m ember of
the Polish N ational team and an arrow released from
the shooting m achine. F igure 1 shows the arrow’ s
transverse m otions taken from the W lm m ade with
the cam era viewing the archer from above.

The aim s of this paper are three-fold. First, I com m ent on the m athem atical m odel of an arrow’ s m ovem ent during its interaction with a bow as described
by PeË kalski (1987, 1990). PeË kalski m ade sim plifying
assum ptions to solve the governing equations (a linear
partial diV erential equation) using Fourier’ s m ethod
and Krilov’ s function base. Secondly, to provide insight
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into these assum ptions, his theory is discussed in its
entirety; in fact, his analysis was the incentive for
reconsidering the problem . I present a m ore accurate
m odel and focus on the biom echanical aspects and the
use of the knowledge gained in the sport of archery;
the m athem atical aspects are presented elsew here
(Kooi and Sparenberg, 1997). T he system obtained is
non-linear, and has to be solved num erically. A W nite
diV erence technique was used to solve the non-linear
partial diV erential equations with initial and (m oving)
boundar y conditions. T he third aim is to com pare the
predictions of the m odel with results reported in the
literature.
All m odern bows have an arrow rest on which the
arrow is supported vertically; the arrow is supported
horizontally in a unilateral fashion by a pressure button
(shock absorber) w ith a built-in spring (Bolnick et al.,
1993). G allozzi et al. (1987) and Leonardi et al. (1987)
showed exp erim entally that the arrow is in contact with
the grip for a period that is shorter than the duration of
the contact between the arrow and the string. H ence,
after som e m om ent, the arrow is free from the grip while
it is still being accelerated by the string until it separates
from the string. This phenom enon is also clearly seen in
recent videos (Sanchez, 1989, W lm ing O lym pic gold
m edallist Jay Barrs; Rabska and van O tteren, 1991).
T his experim ental observation is also predicted by the
new m odel.
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F igure 1 Curves of an arrow’ s de X ection on the basis of experim ental data (± ± ± ) and on the basis of PeË kalski’ s mathematical
m odel (Ð Ð ), y + ( x 1 - x c)b /x c, every 2 m s after release (after PeË kalski, 1990). The shape of the arrow is shown as a coordinate
system W xed to the bow; the arrow when fully drawn is on the horizontal axis and the position of the grip of the bow is point
( l - l g ,0). The solid line between points (0, b ) and ( l - l g ,0) indicates the median plane of the bow.

(b)

(a)
F igure 2

Anatomy of the bow (a) and the arrow (b).

T he sim ulation results provide an understanding of
arrow dynam ics. W hen detailed experim ental data are
extracted from video analysis, the m odel can be used to
im prove the adjustm ent of the bow± arrow system for
optim al perform ance.

In essence, the bow proper consists of two elastic
lim bs, often separated by a rigid m iddle part, the grip.
T he bow is braced by fastening a rather stiV string
between both ends of the lim bs (Fig. 2). The anatomy of
the arrow is also shown in Fig. 2. T he arrow consists of
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F igure 3 An arrow set on the string (after Baier et al. , 1976).
The nock is provided with a groove in which the string sticks
slightly when the arrow is set on the string. The arrow is supported vertically by the arrow rest W xed to the bow grip and
horizontally in a unilateral fashion by a pressure button with a
built-in spring (not shown).

a shaft, arrowhead at the front-end, Xetching and nock
at the rear-end. The nock is provided with a groove in
which the string sticks slightly when the arrow is placed
on the string (nock) (Fig. 3). The archer then extends
the bow arm (extend) and pulls the bow from the braced
position into full draw (draw). We assum e the so-called
`M editerranean release’ . T he W rst three W ngers draw the
string, w hile the engaged arrow rests between the W rst
and second W ngers (Fig. 4). The string is located over
the second interphalangeal joints. In full draw, the index
W nger of the drawing hand touches below the centre of
the chin (anchor). This com pletes the static action in
which potential energy is stored in the elastic parts of
the bow.
After aim ing (hold, aim ), the arrow is loosed by
extending the pull W ngers (release). The force in the
string accelerates the arrow and transfers part of the
available energy as kinetic energy to the arrow.
M eanw hile, the bow is held in place and the archer
feels a recoil force in the bow hand (afterhold). After
the arrow has left the string, the bow returns to the
braced position because of dam ping. Klopsteg (1992)
dealt with the physics of bow s and arrow s and Kooi
(1991) proposed a m athem atical m odel of the bow.
Readers are referred to Axford (1995) for a detailed
description of the interrelationship between the anatom y of the hum an body and the anatom y of the bow and
arrow.
The follow ing sequence of shooting m otions is
identi W ed (Baier et al., 1976; Bolnick et al., 1993): stand,
nock, extend, draw, anchor, hold, aim , release and afterhold. Leroyer et al. (1993) m entioned three phases only:
stance (stand), arm ing (nock, extend, draw, anchor) and
the sighting (hold, aim ). T hey analysed the displacem ent pull-hand m easurem ent during the W nal push± pull
phase of the shoot. PeË kalski (1990) divided the ballistics
of the arrow into two phases:

·
·

F igure 4 W ith the `Mediterranean release’ , the W rst three
W ngers draw the string, while the engaged arrow rests between
the W rst and the second W ngers. The string is located over the
second interphalangeal joints. In full draw, the second joint of
the index W nger of the drawing hand touches below the centre
of the chin (after Baier et al. , 1976).

Phase 1, inter nal ballistics: the interaction between the
arrow and the archer± bow system until the arrow
leaves the string.
Phase 2, external ballistics: this phase lasts from the
end of phase 1 until the arrow hits the target.

This paper deals with phase 1 extended to the
m om ent the arrow passes the grip to study the so-called
`archer’ s paradox’ (Baier et al., 1976; K lopsteg, 1992);
the arrow `oscillates its way’ past the bow w ithout the
rear-end `slapping’ against the grip of the bow.
W ith respect to the dynam ics of the arrow, the follow ing dim ensions of the arrow are im portant, using
the notation introduced by PeË kalski (1990). The total
m ass of the arrow (m s) is the sum of the m ass of the
arrow shaft (m k), arrow head (m g), X etching (m p ) and
nock (m n ). T he length of the arrow is denoted by l. It is
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F igure 5 The solid line shows the shape of the arrow and the dashed line is the shape at t = 0, which is out of the median plane of
the bow. The displacem ent out of the m edian plane is y = y 1 + y 2.

Table 1 Values for the param eters of the Easton 1714X 7
(Alum inum 7178) arrow (after PeË kalski, 1987) a

PeË kalski’ s m odel

Param eter

PeË kalski m odelled the m ovem ents of the arrow during
its launch. W hile being accelerated, the arrow vibrates
in the horizontal plane.

A rrow
l
d
g
rA
EJ
ms
mk
mg
mp
mn
B ow
k xs
k ys
l0
ln
F n (ln )
A rrow and bow
kg
lg

Description

Value

length
external diam eter
wall thickness
m ass per unit length
X exural rigidity
mass of arrow
mass of shaft
mass of head
mass of X etching
mass of nock

0.67 m
6.75 mm
0.356 m m
- 1
0.02 kg ´ m
0.209 N ´ m - 2
0.0185 kg
0.0135 kg
0.004 kg
0.001 kg
0.004 kg

Forward movement
T he draw -force, F n, is assum ed to be proportional to
the draw -length, l n , m inus the brace height, l 0 :
F n = k xs(l n - l 0)
T he acceleration force is assum ed to be:
E n = gx k xs(l n - l 0)

bow stiV ness
transverse stiV ness
initial drawing length
drawing length
drawing force

sprint constant of
pressure button
distance between
head and grip

(1)

(2)

- 1

342 N ´ m
270 N ´ m 0.225 m
0.645 m
143 N

622 N ´ m -

1

T hat is, the bow is m odelled as a sim ple linear spring
w ith stiV ness k xs and eY ciency gx. T he m ovem ent of the
arrow towards the target during the release from the
bow, follows from this force when the arrow is approxim ated by a particle with m ass m s. C onsequently, the
acceleration of the arrow equals E n /m s.

1

0.025 m

a

The bow is a Hoyt pro-medallist T/D, 1.68 m (66 inches), 15.5 kg
(34 lb). For the standard arrow± bow com bination, gx = gy = 0.75.

Transverse m ovement in the horizontal plane
T he transverse m ovem ent of the arrow in the horizontal
plane (vertical m ovem ents are neglected) has two com ponents:
y(x 1,t 1 ) = y 1 (x 1,t 1) + y 2(x 1 ,t 1)

m easured from the rear-end, the nock, to the fore-end,
the head (Fig. 5). T he position of the arrow with respect
to the bow is determ ined by the distance, l g, between the
arrow head and the grip of the bow in full draw. T he
distance between the arrow nock and the grip is denoted
by l n . In the braced position, this distance is denoted by
l 0 . The dim ensions of a m odern bow± arrow system are
given in Table 1.

(3)

w here x 1 is the length coordinate along the arrow
m easured from the rear-end, y 1(x 1,t 1 ) is a vibrational
m ovem ent and y 2(x 1,t 1) is a rotational m otion of the
arrow around the nock (Fig. 5). The second independent variable, t 1 , denotes tim e. The arrow is placed in a
C artesian coordinate system (x 1, y), the origin m oving
along the m edian plane of the bow.
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The vibrating m ovem ent satis W es the well-known
`beam equation’ :
EJ



4



y1

x

(x 1,t 1 ) + Ar

4
1



2



y1

t

2

(x 1 ,t 1) = 0

(4)

T he so-called Euler Bernoulli equation is assum ed.
T hen the cur vature  2y 1/  x 12 is proportional to the bending
m om ent, the proportionality constant being the X exural
rigidity (bending stiV ness), denoted by EJ, w here E
is Young’ s m odulus of the m aterial and J is the
second area m om ent of inertia of the cross-section
with respect to the neutral axis of the arrow. T he shear
force equals - E J  3y 1/  x 13. E quation (4) then follows from
the equations of m otion of a typical elem ent of the
beam , w here r is the density and A is the cross-sectional
area (Tim oshenko et al., 1974). For a m odern tubular
arrow shaft, the area A and the second m om ent of
iner tia J are given by:
2
2
A = p(d - (d - 2g) )/4

J = p(d 4 - (d - 2g) 4 )/64



2

y1
2

x1

EJ




(6)
y1
3

x1

(0,t 1 ) + gyk ys y 1 (0,t 1) = 0

where k ys is the static transverse elasticity of the bow
and gy is the associated eY ciency. The W rst equation
m eans that the bending m om ent is zero at the nock. T he
second states that the shear force equals the force in the
spring, w hich represents the transverse elasticity of
the bow.
The boundar y conditions at the arrowhead, x 1 = l,
are:




2

y1

x 12

(l,t 1) = 0

x1
x c(t 1)

y 1 (x c(t 1),t 1)

(9)

where y(x c(t 1 ),t 1) = 0, since the arrow is in contact with
the grip. The function x c(t 1 ) follows from the forward
m ovem ent of the arrow :
xÈ c(t 1) = - E n(t 1 )/m s
xÇ c(0) = 0

(10)

x c(0) = l - l g

(0,t 1 ) = 0
3

y(x 1,t 1) = y 1(x 1 ,t 1) -

(5)

where d and g are the external diam eter and the shaft
wall thickness, respectively.
The boundary conditions at the nock, x 1 = 0, are:



T he nock is a distance b out of the m edian plane of
the bow, for a right-handed archer to the right. T he
deX ection b of the nock is a param eter that depends
on the archer’ s technique.
The second m ovem ent, y 2 (x 1,t 1), is the rotation of
the arrow such that y 2 (0,t 1) = 0. L et t f denote the instant
the arrow becom es free from the grip, then y 2(x 1,t 1)
is determ ined during 0 £ t 1 £ t f by the requirem ent that
the arrow rem ains in contact w ith the grip where the x 1
coordinate is denoted by x c(t 1). T hus:

(7)

T he acceleration of the point of contact on the grip
equals the acceleration of the arrow.
In PeË kalski’ s theor y, t f is determ ined by the m om ent
at w hich the transverse velocity of the arrow head,
V y(t 1) =  y/  t 1(l,t 1), is at its m axim um . For t 1 ³ t f , PeË kalski
assum ed that the velocity, V ymax, rem ains unaltered.
T hen, the follow ing total m ovem ent y(x 1,t 1 ) occurs after
the arrow loses contact w ith the grip:
y(x 1,t 1) = y 1(x 1 ,t 1) +

x1
l

( y(l,t f ) + (t 1 - t f )V ymax )

(11)

PeË kalski solved the linear partial diV erential equation
for the variable y 1(x 1,t 1 ) (equation 4), w ith the boundary
conditions (6) and (7), together with the initial condition (8), by m eans of the Krilov function technique.
Substitution of this solution in equation (9) for 0 £ t 1 £ t f ,
and equation (11) for t 1 ³ t f , yields the shape of the
arrow.

y 1(l,t 1 ) = 0
T he W rst equation m eans that the m om ent at the arrow head is zero and the second equation m eans that the
transverse displacem ent is zero. T hat is, the arrowhead
is placed in a hinge-like joint.
The initial conditions for y 1(x 1,t 1 ) at t 1 = 0 are:
y 1(x 1 ,0) =




y1
t1

b
l

(x 1 - l )

(x 1,0) = 0

(8)

Kooi± Sparenberg m odel
In this section, the m odel proposed by Kooi and
Sparenberg (1997) is described. T he deviations from
PeË kalski’ s m odel are em phasized and the reasons for the
im provem ents are given.
Forward movement
T he sim ple linear m odel for the bow PeË kalski used is replaced by the m odel described in Kooi (1991). Figure 6
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F igure 6 Calculated static force draw curve, F , and dynam ic force draw curve, E , for a m odern working-recurve bow. The static
force draw curve, F n , and the dynamic force draw curve, E n , are for the associated linear-spring bow used by PeË kalski (1990).

F igure 7 The solid line shows the shape of the arrow when it clears the W nger tab. The dashed line shows the shape at t = 0,
which is in the median plane of the bow.

gives the calculated static force draw curve, denoted by
F, of a m odern com petition bow. It is the force required
to draw an arrow to a speciW ed draw length. T his cur ve
is approxim ated by that of the linear spring, F n, which is
proportional to the actual draw length, so that the areas
below both cur ves (representing the available energy to
be transferred to the arrow ) are equal. PeË kalski assum ed
the dynam ic force draw curve (the non-linear acceleration force, E, acting upon the arrow) to be the eY ciency gx tim es the values of the static force draw cur ve
or E n = gx F n. In Fig. 6 we show also the calculated
dynam ic force draw curve for a m odern bow. The m athem atical m odel and the applied num erical technique are
described elsewhere (Kooi, 1991).
Transverse movement in the horizon tal plane
In this new m odel, the displacem ent y 1(x 1,t 1 ) of the
arrow is again m easured from the m edian plane of

the bow (see Fig. 7). T he longitudinal force, H(x 1 ,t 1)
(positive for tensile forces), due to the acceleration force
is taken into account:
EJ




4

y1

x

4
1

-



H  y 1 / x 1



x1

+ Ar



2



y1

=0

(12)

E n(t 1)

(13)

t 12

T he longitudinal force is given by:
H (x 1,t 1) = -

r C(l - x 1 ) + m g
ms

O ne of the m ain diV erences between PeË kalski’ s
m odel and the m odel proposed here is the way the
release is m odelled. W ith the `M editerranean release’ ,
the W rst three W ngers draw the string, located over the
second interphalangeal joints. In the m odel presented
here, starting in the m edian plane, the string slips oV the
W ngertips m aking the nock of the arrow oV -centre to the
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m edian plane of the bow (see also Baier et al., 1976;
Axford, 1995). In m athematical term s, this m eans that
the path of the nock y 1(0,t 1) is prescribed for the period
the W nger tips contact the nock. For the length of the
contact line, 0.0035 m was used in the longitudinal x 1 direction and 0.00229 m in the transverse y 1 -direction.
T hese values were obtained by trial and error to obtain a
good correlation with exp erim ental results. T hese
param eters depend on the archer’ s technique. Figure 7
shows that the arrow is initially in the m edian plane, so
the initial conditions are:
y 1(x 1,0) = 0



y1



t1

(14)
(x 1,0) = 0

that is, the transverse velocity is zero.
It follow s from equations (8) and (6) that, directly
after release, the nock in PeË kalski’ s m odel has a velocity
towards the m edian plane as a result of the transverse
elasticity of the bow, because in his m odel the nock of
the arrow starts oV -centre (b £ 0). T he sam e happens
with the nock in this m odel w hen the string slips oV the
W ngertips. H ence, just after release, there are sim ilar
m otions of the nock in both m odels. In this m odel,
the arti W cial initial position of the arrow oV -centre, b,
equivalent to a bow’ s torsion around the vertical axis,
is not needed.
After the arrow has left the W ngertips, the boundary
conditions at the place where the nock of the arrow
x 1 = 0 resem ble those in PeË kalski’ s m odel (equation 6):




2

y1
2

x1

EJ



x 1 ¯ x c(t 1 )




3

y1
3

x1

(x 1 ,t 1) -



lim

x 1  x c (t 1 )

3



y1
3

x1

(x 1,t 1)

(16)

T his force, acting in the transverse y 1 -direction, is also
equal to the force in the spring of the pressure button:
R(t 1) =
t1 ³ t f

50

- k g y 1 (x c(t1),t1)

if y 1 (x c ,t 1) ³ 0
if y 1(x c ,t 1 ) > 0

(17)

where k g is the spring constant of the pressure button.
T he m om ent the arrow is in contact with the grip for the
last tim e is denoted by t f .
The boundary conditions at the tip of the arrow, x 1 = l,
read:




2

y1

x 12

EJ



(l,t 1) = 0



3

y1
3

x1

(l,t 1) - H




y1
x1

(l,t 1) - m g




2

(18)
y1

t

2

(l,t 1) = 0

T he m ass of the arrowhead, m g, is taken into account as
a point m ass.
This com pletes the description of the m athematical
m odel. In contrast with PeË kalski’ s m odel, Fourier’ s
m ethod cannot be used to analyse this system of nonlinear partial diV erential equations with boundary
and initial conditions (because of the contact problem ).
Kooi and Sparenberg (1997) proposed a W nite difference technique (M itchell and G riY ths, 1980) to
solve the equations num erically; the results presented
were calculated using such a m ethod.

(0,t 1) = 0
3



R(t 1) = lim

y1
3

x1

(0,t 1 ) - H

(15)




y1
x1

(0,t 1 ) + gyk ys y 1 (0,t 1) = 0

where the m ass of the nock m n is neglected. After the
arrow has left the string, the instant denoted by t l, the
last term in the second equation, disappears (that is,
the transverse force becom es zero).
Another diV erence is the m odelling of the contact
between the arrow and the grip. As in PeË kalski (1990),
the protrusion of the arrow’ s rest, denoted by y p, is zero.
In this m odel, the contact force is taken into account
explicitly, m aking the third-order spatial derivative of
the deX ections discontinuous at the place of contact,
x 1 = x c(t 1), which is a function of tim e ow ing to the
forward m otion of the arrow in equation (10), w here
E n(t 1) is replaced by E(t 1) (see Fig. 6).
The contact force between arrow and grip, R(t 1),
is proportional to the discontinuity of the third-order
partial derivative:

Results
In Fig. 1 we give the shapes calculated by PeË kalski for a
standard arrow shot with a standard bow every 2 m s
after release. T he param eter settings for the standard
arrow and bow are given in Table 1. T he solid line between the points (0,b) and (l - l g,0) indicates the m edian
plane of the bow. PeË kalski used a non-linear leastsquare regression technique to estim ate the following
param eter values: gx = 0.76, gy = 0.71 and b = - 0.018 m .
Figure 8 gives the shapes y 1 (x 1,t 1) calculated with the
new m odel for a standard arrow shot with a standard
bow every 2 m s after release until the nock passes the
grip. F igure 9 gives the shapes of the arrow predicted
by our m odel but now with the acceleration force E
of a m odern bow instead of the linear one, E n . T he
m odern bow was also used in the experim ents described
by Tuijn and K ooi (1992); the m easured eY ciency
was only a few percent below the value predicted by
the m odel.
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F igure 8 Curves of an arrow’ s de X ection on the basis of experim ental data (± ± ± ) (after PeË kalski, 1990) and on the basis of the
m athem atical m odel (Ð Ð ) every 2 m s after release. The bow is modelled as a linear spring where the drawing force, E n , is
proportional to the actual drawing length (see Fig. 6). The shape of the arrow is shown as a coordinate system W xed to the bow; the
arrow when fully drawn, in the m edian plane of the bow, is on the horizontal axis; the position of the grip of the bow is point
( l - l g ,0).

F igure 9 Curves of an arrow’ s de X ection on the basis of experim ental data (± ± ± ) (after PeË kalski, 1990) and on the basis of the
new mathematical model for the arrow (Ð Ð ) every 2 ms after release, and for the model’ s results until the arrow nock passes the
grip. The acceleration force, E , is the predicted force shown in Fig. 6.

In Fig. 10, for both m odels of the bow, the contact
force between the arrow and the grip, denoted by R(t 1 ),
are shown. The m odel predicts that, shortly after
release, the arrow leaves the button again for a very
short period ± that is, the recoil force is zero during that
period. The contact ends at t f < t l , so before the arrow
leaves the string.

T he displacement of the arrow nock for both m odels
of the bow is shown in F ig. 11. Let t g denote the instant
that the arrow nock passes the grip. It is im portant that
the nock clears the grip at this m om ent. After the arrow
leaves the string, t 1 = t l , it passes the m edian plane of
the bow ( y 1 = 0) but before t 1 = t g . T his is related to the
`archer’ s paradox’ (K lopsteg, 1992). T he arrow does
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F igure 10 Contact force R (t 1) as a function of time t 1. The solid line (Ð Ð ) is obtained when the acceleration force, E , is the
predicted force shown in Fig. 6. The arrow is freed from the grip for a short tim e before the contact force becomes too large and
leaves the grip at time t f , indicated by the sym bol `n ’ on the t 1-axis. At t l the arrow leaves the string and at t g the arrow nock passes
the grip. The dashed line (± ± ± ) is obtained when the bow is m odelled as a linear spring, where the drawing force, E n , is
proportional to the actual drawing length.

not slap its rear end against the grip but snakes around
it; this m akes this process central to the shot, because
this m ovem ent im proves the accuracy of the shot.
PeË kalski did not consider this im por tant feature of the
arrow’ s kinematics.

D iscussion and conclusions
Validity of the model
Because of the inertia of the bow lim bs, the static force
draw and dynam ic force draw curves diV er signiW cantly
(Fig. 6). In this paper, I have shown that it is unw ise to
sim plify the m odelling of the dynam ic action of a bow±
arrow com bination using a sim ple linear spring m odel
for the bow as was done by PeË kalski (1987, 1990) for
the calculation of the acceleration force. A com parison
of the calculated shapes in Figs 1 and 8 show s that, in
the new m odel, the bending of the arrow is greater. T his
is caused by the initially rather large norm al force
associated with the acceleration force, which was
neglected by PeË kalski (1987, 1990). T hese results are
in agreement w ith the experim ental results of G allozzi
et al. (1987) and Leonardi et al. (1987) w ith respect to
the period of contact between the arrow and the grip.
The contact ends before the arrow leaves the string
(Fig. 10).

In PeË kalski (1990), veriW cation of the m athematical
m odel was perform ed by com paring two descriptions of
the arrow’ s m ovem ent:

·
·

W lm data of the real archer bow± arrow system ; and

a description resulting from the com puter sim ulation.

A com parison of F igs 1 and 9 suggests that the sim ulation results obtained w ith the new m odel W t the experim ental data from a high-sp eed W lm better on the bounds
of the observed intervals of tim e (t = 0 and t = t l ) as well
as space variables. This supports PeË kalski’ s statem ent
that the inX uence of the rest’ s edge elasticity should
also be taken into consideration; however, other im provem ents in the m odel were responsible for the
m odel’ s W t, which veri W es the m athem atical m odel.
Use of the m odel in archer y
For a standard arrow with d = 6.75 m m ( 1± 6± 74 inch),
PeË kalski’ s m odel predicts that the displacement of
the nock of the arrow out of the m edian plane is zero for
a relatively long period preceding exit of the arrow at
t 1 = t l (PeË kalski, 1990, W g. 8B). H is calculations for soft
d = 5.95 m m ( 1±6± 54 inch) and stiV d = 8.33 m m ( 2±6± 14 inch)
arrows suggest that there was no such period for these
two arrows. O n the basis of these results, PeË kalski
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form ulated the following de W nition of a well selected
bow± arrow system :
A well selected bow± arrow sub-system is any system for
which the dimensionless param eters of the m athem atical
model of the arrow’ s movement during its contact with
the bow, have the same values as for the `standard’ system.
This m eans that all well-selected bow± arrow sub-systems
should have, after proper rescaling of the axes of the
coordinate system and tim e (x /l , y / b , t /h), movement that
is identical to the standard arrow.

T hus, his de W nition tries to form ulate in words that
the jum p in the transverse force acting upon the nock
at arrow exit is sm all for a well chosen arrow. The
present results, shown in Fig. 11, indicate that the arrow
leaves the string approxim ately at the instant the nock
passes the m edian plane again. Hence, the de W nition of
PeË kalski of a well-selected bow ± arrow system m ay still
be useful.
Archers select arrow s based on bow weight and draw
length according to the recom m endations (spine charts)
of the m anufacturer. D uring the tuning procedure (see
Baier et al., 1976), adjustm ents to the bow and arrow are
m ade that produce the best possible perform ance of
the arrow ± bow± archer com bination. Several factors
inX uence the perform ance, including the dim ensions of
the arrow, type of release, type of `grip of the bow’ and
bow param eters (e.g. the brace height, draw length and
so on). The m odel proposed by Kooi (1991) for the bow
and, in this paper, for the arrow X ight, m ake it possible
to do this tuning by com puter sim ulation. In these
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m odels, all param eters have a clear m echanistic interpretation. Therefore, arrow clearance can be predicted.
However, m ore elaborate experim ents have to be
perform ed for each individual archer to m easure how
the arrow is released over the W ngertips and how the
bowhand is m oved during the release phase. O ne way
to proceed is to de W ne a `standard release’ based on
experim ental results obtained from the analysis of
high-sp eed W lm of a top archer-com petitor. Sensitivity
analysis for this standard case would yield the m ost
im portant param eters.
Today, video cam eras are used as a tool for analysing
errors and teaching proper techniques (Sanchez, 1989;
Rabska and van O tteren, 1991; Bolnick et al., 1993). For
coaching an individual archer-com petitor, im ages from
high-sp eed video-recordings or photography (e.g. 7000
H z) taken from above the archer have to be digitized.
Exp erim ents sim ilar to those of K east and Elliott
(1990), Leroyer et al. (1993) and Stuart and Atha
(1990) should be undertaken, in which the archery
perform ance is correlated w ith m ovem ents of the
extended W ngers during release and of the bowhand
during the period the arrow is launched from the bow ±
the m ost critical period for the shot. Rabska and van
O tteren (1991) provide a speci W cation for slow -m otion
video production. The extracted data form the input for
a com puter program based on the work presented in this
study; the program can be run on a low -cost personal
com puter. Results from runs with slightly diV erent
param eter settings m ay give insight into the causes of
errors and how to im prove technique.

F igure 11 Path of arrow nock for the standard Easton X7 1714 arrow ( d = 6.75 mm or ± 6± 4 inch and g = 0.36 mm or ± 1± 0± 0± 0 inch).
The acceleration force, E , is shown in Fig. 6. At t g , indicated by the sym bol `n ’ on the t 1-axis, the arrow nock passes the grip.
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